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TRAFĠK GRUPLAMAYI GÖZÖNÜNE ALARAK OPTĠK WDM AĞLARDA        
SANAL TOPOLOJĠ YENĠDEN DÜZENLEġĠMĠ  
ÖZET 
Optik teknolojilerindeki son zamanlardaki gelişmeler, optik WDM ağlarda hem 
dinamik sanal topoloji yeniden düzenleşimine (STYD) ve hem de  trafik gruplamaya 
imkan vermektedir. Optik WDM ağların artan ağ yönetimi kabiliyeti sayesinde sanal 
topoloji değişen trafik koşullarına göre yeniden düzenlenebilir. Ve trafik gruplama 
kabiliyeti sayesinde düşük hızlı bağlantı talepleri yüksek kapasiteli kanallara 
multiplekslenerek anahtarlanabilir. Hem STYD’nin hem trafik gruplamanın daha 
kabiliyetli ve işlevsel optik WDM ağlar sağlamakta önemli rolleri vardır.  
Bu çalışmada, bu iki önemli konu tekrar gözden geçirilmiş ve STYD problemi 
üzerinde, trafik gruplama etkeni gözönüne alınıp yeni STYD yöntemleri önererek 
çalışılmıştır. İlk olarak, genel STYD problemi birbirinden bağımsız iki alt problem 
olarak ele alınmıştır; STYD tetikleme problemi ve STYD problemi. Uygun STYD 
tetikleme ve STYD algoritmaları değerlendirilmiş ve yeni STYD yöntemleri 
önerilmiştir. Bu temel “böl ve feth et” yaklaşımı bize bu iki alt problemin karşılıklı 
etkileşimlerinin ve ilişkilerinin açıkça analşılmasını sağlamıştır.  
İkinci olarak tanımlanan STYD problemi yeni değişken ve kısıtlarla KTDP olarak 
formüle edilmiştir. Bu problemi ele alabilmek için, yeniden düzenleşimin avantaj ve 
dezavantajları; ağ kaynak kullanım verimliliği ve ağ bağlantı aksaması incelenmiş ve 
ölçülebilir parametreler cinsinde sayısallaştırılmıştır. Bu performans ölçütleri önerilen 
STYD tetikleme yöntemleri ve STYD algoritmalarının karşılaştırılması ve 
değerlendirilmesinde kullanılmıştır.  
Görülmüştür ki önerilen STYD algoritmalarından sadece trafik gruplamayı gözönüne 
alanının STYD işleminde özellikle de ağ bağlantı aksaması performansında belirgin 
etkisi vardır. Fakat sanal topolojiyi farklı STYD algoritmalarıyla yeniden 
düzenlemenin STYD işleminin toplam performansında belirgin etkisi olduğu ve farklı 
performans ölçütleri arasında; ağ kaynak kullanım verimliliği ve ağ bağlantı 
aksaması zıt denge durumu olduğu gözlemlenmiştir. STYD algoritmalarının 
performans ölçütlerine etkisi incelendiğinde, bir performans ölçütünü iyileştiren 
STYD algoritmasının diğer performans ölçütlerinin değerlerinin düşmesine sebep 
olduğu gözlemlenmiştir.  Daha iyi toplam STYD performansı sağlamak için, tümleşik 
yeniden düzenleşim algoritması adında çok amaçlı hedef fonksiyonlu STYD 
algoritması önerilmiştir. Bu yeni önerilen algoritma önceki çalışmalardan farklı olarak 
üç ana etkeni; ışık yolunun trafik yükü, ışık yolunun trafik gruplama oranı ve ışık 
yolunun uzunluğunu tek bir hedef fonksiyonunda birleştirir ve yeniden düzenleşim 
esnasında tüm bu etkenleri gözönüne alır.  
Simülasyon sonuçları göstermiştir ki önerilen STYD yöntemi; periyodik STYD 
tetikleme yöntemli tümleşik yeniden düzenleşim algoritması toplam STYD 
performansında artışlar sağlamaktadır.  
Anahtar kelimeler: optik WDM ağları, sanal topoloji yeniden düzenleşimi, trafik 
gruplama 
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VIRTUAL TOPOLOGY RECONFIGURATION ON OPTICAL WDM NETWORKS 
CONSIDERING TRAFFIC GROOMING 
  
SUMMARY 
Recent advances in optical technology allow both dynamic virtual topology 
reconfiguration (VTR) and traffic grooming on optical WDM networks. By the help of 
increasing networking capability of optical WDM networks; virtual topology can be 
reconfigured for changing traffic conditions. And by the help of traffic grooming 
capability; a set of low speed connection requests can be multiplexed and switched 
onto high capacity channels. Both VTR and traffic grooming have an important role 
to provide more intelligent and operational optical WDM networks.  
In this study these two important issues are reviewed and VTR problem is studied 
considering traffic grooming factor by proposing new VTR policies. Firstly, general 
VTR problem is categorized and handled in two independent sub problems as VTR 
triggering problem and VTR problem. Possible VTR triggering policies and VTR 
algorithms are evaluated and new VTR policies are proposed. This common “divide 
and conquer” approach also provides clear understanding of interaction and 
interrelation of these two sub problems.  
Secondly, defined VTR problem considering traffic grooming is formulated with new 
variables and constraints by MILP. In order to handle this problem, the advantages 
and disadvantages of reconfiguration; network resource utilization and network 
disruption are examined and quantified in terms of measurable parameters. These 
performance measures (PM) are used to compare and evaluate proposed VTR 
triggering policies and VTR algorithms. 
It is seen that proposed VTR algorithm considering only traffic grooming factor has a 
significant effect on VTR process especially on network disruption performance. But 
it is observed that reconfiguring the VT by different VTR algorithms has a significant 
effect on the overall performance of VTR process and there are tradeoffs between 
different performance measures; network resource utilization and network 
disruption. When effects of selected VTR algorithm on PMs are evaluated, it is 
observed that any VTR algorithm optimizing one PM can decrease the optimal value 
of other PMs.  In order to provide better overall VTR performance, multi objective 
VTR algorithm called Integrated Reconfiguration (IR) algorithm is proposed. This 
newly proposed VTR algorithm different from previous studies combines three main 
factors; traffic load of lightpaths, traffic grooming ratio of ligthpaths and route length 
of ligthpaths into one single objective and considers all of them when reconfiguring. 
The results of simulations indicate that proposed VTR policy; periodic VTR triggering 
policy with IR algorithm achieves performance improvements for overall VTR 
performance. 
Keywords:optical WDM networks, virtual topology reconfiguration, traffic grooming  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Optical Communication Networks 
Optical communication networks are high capacity telecommunication networks 
based on optic technology. Telecommunication networks consist of three basic 
networks; access network, metropolitan-area network and backbone network. The 
access network connects end-users to the network infrastructure, e.g., dial-up 
modems. The metropolitan-area network covers metropolitan region, e.g., SONET 
ring networks. The backbone network covers long distances like national or global 
distances, e.g., stacked SONET ring networks. In the past few years due to 
advances in optics, electronics and software; optic technology is one of the most 
promising solutions for these three basic networks.  
The potential research and development (R&D) challenges for optical 
communication networks are very large and still maturing. Optics is excellent for 
transmission due to its high bandwidth capacity, low signal attenuation, low signal 
distortion, low power requirement, low material usage, small space requirements 
and low cost, but its signal processing capability continues to be a bottleneck [1]. 
The maximum rate at which an end user can access the network is limited by 
electronic processing speed up to a few Gb/s. In order to utilize full bandwidth 
capacity of fiber-optic efficiently, multiplexing; multiple concurrent transmissions 
must be supported by network architectures and protocols. There are three methods 
for multiplexing: Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), Time Division 
Multiplexing (TDM) and Code Division Multiplexing (CDM). TDM needs 
synchronization and CDM needs processing speed higher than data rate of users. 
So WDM optical network is the technology of choice in today’s optical backbone 
network technology for the exponentially growing bandwidth requirements of 
information society.  
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Figure 1.1 WDM Network Evolution 
In Figure 1.1 evolution of WDM network architectures from simple point-to-point 
systems to advanced rings and arbitrary mesh networks with traffic grooming 
capability are shown.  At first, WDM technology is being deployed for point to point 
communications. In order to expand bandwidth capacity, applying WDM technology 
to existing fibers is more cost effective compared to laying more fibers [2]. Then 
broadcast and select WDM network; primitive local WDM network is constructed by 
connecting network nodes via two way fibers to a passive star. A node sends optical 
data stream to the star using one available wavelength. The optical data stream 
from multiple nodes are combined by star and split to all nodes. In order to receive 
data, the optical filter of destination node or nodes must be tuned to the wavelength 
of source node [1, 3]. 
Recent advances in optical devices; optical switches have led to WDM technology 
with networking capabilities. Lightpath (LP) is the basic mechanism of 
communication in a wavelength routed network. “A lightpath is an all-optical 
communication channel between two nodes in the network and may span more than 
one fiber link. The intermediate nodes in the fiber path route the lightpath in the 
optical domain using active switches. The end nodes of the lightpath access the 
lightpath with transmitters and receivers that are tuned to the wavelength of lightpath 
operates.” [1, 3]. Virtual topology (VT) is a set of lightpaths and lightpaths are set of 
physical links that sets up physical topology (PT).  Independence between VT and 
PT is an important characteristic of WDM networks. Configurable components allow 
VT to be reconfigured. In today’s optical technology optical devices have still low 
signal processing capability. But sooner or later, R&D and standardization activities 
for optical control methods and optical switching devices will allow dynamic 
switching and dynamic VT. By the help of this reconfiguration capability; virtual 
topology can be reconfigured dynamically for changing traffic conditions. 
A single optical fiber strand has the potential bandwidth of 50 THz or higher. By 
using WDM, this bandwidth can be divided into multiple non-overlapping frequency 
or wavelength channels. However, there still exists a large bandwidth gap between 
a wavelength channel’s transmission speed (e.g., OC-48, OC-192 or OC-768) and 
the bandwidth requirement of a typical connection request (e.g., STS-1 
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(51.84Mbps), OC-3, OC-12 or up to full wavelength channel capacity) for backbone 
applications. In order to use network resources efficiently, low speed traffic streams 
need to be efficiently multiplexed or “groomed” onto high-speed lightpaths.  Traffic 
grooming is one of the most important traffic engineering issues in optical WDM 
mesh networks. The traffic grooming refers to the problem of efficiently multiplexing 
a set of low speed connection requests onto high capacity channels and intelligently 
switching them at intermediate nodes [4-8]. 
1.2 General Problem Definition 
In this thesis, Virtual Topology Reconfiguration (VTR) problem for wavelength routed 
WDM optical mesh networks with traffic grooming capability is studied. If there are 
unlimited network resources; e.g. unlimited wavelengths on all fiber links, every 
node pair could be connected by an all-optical LPs and there should be no problem 
to solve. Technological constraints limit WDM channels that can be supported in a 
fiber, number of transceivers and grooming capability at each node. So, there could 
be only limited number of LPs set up on the network. Since the traffic pattern is 
changing rapidly in real life applications, it is important to reconfigure the VT 
according to the traffic changes. In order to handle this problem, the benefits and 
costs of reconfiguration must be examined and quantified in terms of measurable 
parameters. 
Disruption is a common penalty owned by VTR algorithms. Frequent changes to VT 
are disruptive because traffic at higher than gigabit per second transmission rates 
must be rerouted to new path on VT with buffering, tuning and switching delays 
during reconfiguration. For those transmission rates even a short period of 
disruption can’t be tolerated. The reconfiguration process disrupts both existing 
traffic and network performance by degrading the Quality of Service. So, frequent 
reconfiguration is not needed and it is necessary to minimize the network disruption 
when reconfiguring. 
 But postponing a required reconfiguration also has bad effects on the overall 
network performance and network resource utilization. Network performance may 
decrease since some connection requests could be blocked because of inefficient 
network resource utilization, e.g. there could be no wavelength available while some 
grooming ports are available. Bandwidth is also an important network resource and 
commodity. Since bandwidth can be sold, purchased or leased on a universal scale, 
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this new market place called bandwidth markets have started to appear.  So limited 
network resources must be utilized efficiently and this problem is also a variation of 
common optimal resource allocation problem. 
On the other hand, if the VTR decisions are made only by considering the load 
balancing, even small changes in traffic pattern lead to reconfiguration and impact 
network performance.  
It is vital to develop a methodology that can handle and optimize these tradeoffs and 
to reconfigure the network when the benefit of reconfiguration outweighs the costs of 
reconfiguration. In the literature, this active R&D area is called “Virtual Topology 
Reconfiguration”. 
The problem is formulated as mixed integer linear program (MILP) in chapter 3 and 
an ILP solver like GAMS, CPLEX or LINDO will solve this problem for small 
networks. But the number of variables and constraints increase with the size of 
network. The related problems; Virtual Topology Design problem, Routing and 
Wavelength Assignment problem (RWA) and Traffic Grooming problem in a mesh 
network are known to be NP-complete problems [1,6,9]. 
1.3 Motivation 
Since backbone networks are evolving from SONET/WDM ring networks to WDM 
mesh networks, more studies are needed on this problem. Reconfiguration is an 
important capability and VTR has an important role to provide more intelligent and 
operational WDM optical networks. It is required to analyze and develop efficient 
VTR algorithms for WDM optical mesh networks with grooming capability under 
dynamic traffic. Assessment of optical WDM network performance is also necessary 
in the phase of network planning, budgeting and system evaluation for optical 
communication network designs. 
1.4 Objective 
Network Resource utilization efficiency and network disruption are most important 
and conflicting objectives in reconfiguration process. The main objective of this 
thesis is to adapt virtual topology better for dynamic traffic conditions considering 
traffic grooming by minimum disruption to existing groomed traffic and maximum 
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network resource utilization efficiency without increasing the complexity of problem. 
The second objective is to design a simulation model for WDM Optical Networks 
and analyze the proposed Virtual Topology Reconfiguration algorithms with defined 
performance measures.  
1.5 Research Questions  
In this thesis the following questions are considered: 
 How frequently and when to reconfigure a Virtual Topology in WDM optical 
mesh networks with traffic grooming capability? 
 How to reconfigure Virtual Topology in WDM optical mesh networks with 
traffic grooming capability? 
 What factors have main effects on Virtual Topology Reconfiguration? 
 How can the effectiveness of Virtual Topology Reconfiguration algorithms be 
improved? 
 What should the best Virtual Topology Reconfiguration policy in dynamic 
traffic be? 
 What is the influence of proposed Virtual Topology Reconfiguration policies 
on the network performance? 
 Can proposed Virtual Topology Reconfiguration policies improve the network 
performance? 
1.6 Methodology 
In this study, first optical WDM  network simulation model is constructed and tested 
using discrete event simulation techniques based on realistic assumptions. Second 
the simulation model is integrated with a program module that applies proposed 
Virtual Topology Reconfiguration algorithms. Then simulation results are used to 
evaluate different Virtual Topology Reconfiguration algorithms on selected network 
configurations. 12 different scenarios are considered and simulation was run 15 
times per scenario adding up to 180 replications to analyze the results. In the 
simulation model dynamic network traffic is used. The model is implemented using 
SIMAN in Rockwell Arena software [23] and Microsoft Visual Basic. Proposed 
reconfiguration policies are evaluated and the benefit of each VTR is demonstrated 
by simulation results. The problem is formulated as MILP and solved by proposed 
VTR policies.  
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1.7 Scope  
Virtual Topology Reconfiguration problem described in this thesis is a special case 
of the more general optimal resource allocation problem. A problem specific 
optimization algorithm is designed and tested on this real problem by using heuristic 
and multi objective optimization techniques. This is not a solution of the virtual 
topology design problem by mathematical optimization. Effectiveness of this 
algorithm can be understood better by analyzing the simulation data. Grooming 
routing and wavelength assignment (GRWA) phase and signaling phase of the 
problem is not considered and GRWA algorithms in the literature are implemented in 
the simulation model. 
1.8 Literature Survey 
A brief description of important studies in VTR category, referred in the literature, is 
summarised in this section. In [1, 4-8,10,11] VT design problem and traffic grooming 
problem has been studied in great detail. The VTR problem has been mainly studied 
for SONET/WDM ring networks [12]. There are two main approaches to handle the 
VTR problem. One approach is solving the VT design problem for current traffic 
pattern by MILP and applying it, the other approach is optimizing selected VT 
related objective function and applying it. 
In [12] iterative VT reconfiguration algorithms for load balancing are proposed to 
track rapid changes in traffic pattern. The proposed algorithm is an iterative local 
search algorithm that starts with a given VT  and makes small changes to VT that 
reduce the load on the most heavily loaded link.  
Hitless reconfiguration is defined as reconfiguration process without the loss of any 
data during the transition between topologies in [13]. Hitless reconfiguration is 
achieved by first establishing new links of new topology without removing old ones, 
second rerouting the existing traffic in old topology to new topology and finally 
removing the old topology. But network disruption can not be eliminated completely 
because of transition phase.   
In [14] VT design problem is formulated as mixed integer optimization problem with 
the objective of minimizing the maximum link flow in the network. In [15], moving 
from initial VT to target VT in minimum steps of branch exchange operations is 
studied. VTR is executed as a sequence of reconfiguration operations. Three 
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polynomial-time greedy algorithms are proposed to find the shortest sequence with 
minimum reconfiguration duration. Results show that length of sequence increases 
with the size of network. It tries to minimize traffic loss by reducing the number of 
steps required in reconfiguration. 
In studies [14] and [15], target VT is computed by the algorithm proposed in [14] for 
the given traffic and shortest branch and exchange sequence is calculated by 
heuristic algorithms proposed. In these studies VT design problem is solved from 
the beginning at every reconfiguration step. This kind of multi step reconfiguration 
process can take long time and results in obsolete VT topologies when completed 
because of dynamic traffic patterns. 
In [15-17] have been suggested that the new virtual topology was known a priori, 
and concerned with the cost and sequence of branch-exchange operations to 
transform from the original VT to new VT. 
In [18] VT design problem is formulated and three objective functions are proposed 
for finding the optimal VT for a given traffic pattern. Tradeoffs between amount of 
reconfiguration steps and optimization of proposed objective function are 
considered. 
In [10] the best virtual topology for a given network traffic matrix is calculated by ILP 
formulations. This methodology is based on both optimizing a given objective 
function and minimizing the changes required to obtain new VT to the current VT. 
The closest VT is chosen for reconfiguration but reconfiguration procedure is not 
considered.   
In [10] and  [18], best VT for a given network traffic using MILP formulation and 
heuristic techniques is shown but reconfiguration procedure; transition from the old 
VT to new one, is not studied. 
In [19] three reconfiguration schemes are proposed that attempt shift from one VT to 
another while keeping the network availability as much as possible. Proposed 
reconfiguration algorithms arrange a reconfiguration sequence to minimize mean 
number of disrupted transceivers. 
In [20] the problem is formulated as a Markov Decision Process. Results from 
Markov Decision Process theory is applied to obtain optimal reconfiguration policies 
for a network of large size. 
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Previous studies on reconfiguration proposed heuristic algorithms to determine the 
best VT for given traffic pattern and migrate to that topology using a series of 
reconfiguration steps. But for dynamically changing traffic patterns, reconfiguring the 
full VT by every change in traffic may be very disruptive. 
In [21, 22], a bandwidth allocation and reconfiguration method called capacity 
allocation using time zones (CATZ) is proposed. This method exploits the daily 
traffic fluctuations and time-zone based traffic shifts to cost-effectively operate a 
WDM backbone network. This approach monitors the traffic load on each link. 
Periodically; a single link may be added if links exist with traffic loads above upper 
threshold value called high watermark. Otherwise, a link may be deleted if links exist 
with traffic loads below lower threshold value called low watermark. This study is 
different from other studies because it does not solve the VT design problem from 
the beginning at every reconfiguration step. 
The recent study [22] has focused on addition/deletion of one lightpath per decision 
interval. A lightpath is taken as the basic unit of VTR. Reconfiguration decision; 
addition/deletion of one lightpath depends on the actual traffic load on lightpaths. 
The VTR schemes proposed in the literature are summarised in Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1 Comparison of VTR Related Papers 
Reference: Objective Functions: 
Reconfiguration 
Method: 
Ref[10] 
 Minimize average hop distance 
 Minimize topology change 
Multi step 
Ref[12]  Minimize the maximum link load  Multi step 
Ref[14-16] 
 Minimize reconfiguration duration with 
shortest sequence  
Multi step 
Ref[18] 
 Minimize average hop count 
 Minimize total ligthpaths 
 Minimize total number of physical link 
channels used 
Multi step 
Ref[19] 
 Minimize mean number of disrupted 
transceivers 
Multi step 
Ref[20] 
 Optimize the degree of load balancing 
 Optimize the degree of network 
unavailability 
Multi step 
Ref[21,22]  Optimize traffic load balancing Single step 
This study can be classified into single step reconfiguration with the objective of both 
maximizing the network resource utilization and minimizing network disruption.  
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1.9 Contribution 
In this thesis, a new approach to Virtual Topology Reconfiguration problem for 
wavelength routed WDM optical networks with traffic grooming capability under 
dynamic traffic is proposed. VTR problem is formulated with new variables and 
constraints for wavelength routed WDM optical mesh networks with traffic grooming 
capability. Mathematical formulation of VTR with traffic grooming is studied with 
heuristics finding sub-optimal solutions by reasonable assumptions. In previous 
studies for VTR problem, traffic grooming factor is not taken into account.  
4
31 2
Network Traffic
4
Groomable WDM
Optical Network
31
2
Physical Topology
4
31 2
Virtual Topology
4
31 2
Fiber Link
Lightpath
Connection
a
b
c
d
Source Destination Bandwith LPs Used
2 3 OC-12 c
2 4 OC-1 c-b-d
2 1 OC-1 c-b
3 1 OC-12 a
1 4 OC-48 d
Connection
1
2
3
4
5
Traffic Load on LP Grooming Ratio of LP
OC-12 1
OC-2 2
OC-14 3
OC-49 2
LP
a
b
c
d
 
Figure 1.2 WDM Optical Network with Grooming Capability 
In Figure 1.2 a sample case is shown. The dotted, dashed, and dashed-dotted lines 
in the VT represent groomed connections on LPs. In [22], VTR decision depends on 
traffic loads of LPs. In the sample case, LP with minimum traffic load; LP b with   
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OC-2 traffic load is considered underutilized and supposed to be deleted. But 
deletion of LP b results in disruption and rerouting of two existing connections 2 and 
3. Although traffic load of LP b is less than traffic load of LP a, VTR by deleting LP b 
is more costly. Different from previous studies for VTR algorithms, traffic granularity; 
traffic grooming factor is also taken into account when reconfiguring VT since 
today’s WDM optical networks has traffic grooming capability.  
In this thesis different than previous studies, the problem is handled in two 
independent sub problems as illustrated in Figure 1.3: 
VIRTUAL TOPOLOGY 
RECONFIGURATION 
VIRTUAL TOPOLOGY 
RECONFIGURATION 
TRIGGERING POLICY
VIRTUAL TOPOLOGY 
RECONFIGURATION 
ALGORITHMS
                           Figure 1.3 Two Sub Problems of VTR 
1. VTR Triggering (VTRT) Policies: Timing is an important issue for 
reconfiguration process since continuously monitoring the network is best but 
has signaling costs. Possible VTR triggering policies are considered with 
their costs and benefits and classified as Event Triggered and Time 
Triggered.  
2. VTR Algorithms (VTRA): New factor affecting Virtual Topology 
Reconfiguration problem is considered and compared with previous factors 
in the literature. Then multi objective optimization of these factors is applied 
considering the cost and benefits of reconfiguration process.   
In this study the set of one VTRT policy and one VTR algorithm is defined as VTR 
policy.  
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1.10 Summary of Chapters 
This study is presented in six chapters. The preceding sections of this chapter 
outline the motivation, methodology, literature survey, research questions and 
objective as well as general problem definition. 
The remaining chapters are summarized as follows: 
 Chapter 2 describes the WDM Optical Network briefly. 
 Chapter 3 explains Virtual Topology Reconfiguration algorithms. 
 Chapter 4 describes the simulation process in detail. 
 Chapter 5 presents design of experiments and analysis used to evaluate 
simulation results. 
 Chapter 6 makes necessary conclusions and recommendations for future 
study in this area.  
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2. OPTICAL WDM NETWORKS 
In this chapter, WDM Optical Network System is described in detail especially for 
the modeling and simulation point of view. Technologies enabling optical networks 
are as follows: optical amplifiers, tunable narrowband lasers, fiber bragg gratings, 
thin film substrates and fiber. Erbium-doped optical amplifier is a common amplifier 
that amplifies optic signal without converting signal to an electrical state. Tunable 
narrowband lasers provide narrow wavelength source that is the individual channel 
with tuning capability in optical networks. A fiber bragg grating is a small section of 
fiber that has been modified to create periodic changes in the index of fraction. The 
substrates can be made to pass through only a specific wavelength and reflect all 
others by coating with a thin interference film of dielectric material. And a single 
optical fiber strand has the potential bandwidth of 50 THz or higher. 
WDM Optical Networks consist of network elements like optical amplifiers, 
wavelength converters, optical add/drop multiplexers, optical cross connects, optical 
gateways. Optical amplifiers are devices used to amplify a weak, distorted signal. 
Wavelength converters convert data on input wavelength to different output 
wavelength. Optical Add/Drop Multiplexer (OADM) is the optical subsystem that 
removes and reinserts individual channels without having to regenerate all of the 
WDM channels. Optical Cross Connect (OXC) is a WDM system component that 
provides cross connect functionality between N input ports and N output ports, each 
handling a bundle of multiplexed single-wavelength signals. Optical gateway is a 
common transport structure that must groom and provision traffic entering the 
optical layer. 
Main topics of WDM Optical Network System modeled for this thesis is listed below: 
 Network types 
 Network configuration 
 Grooming, Routing and Wavelength Assignment Algorithms (GRWA) 
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2.1 Network Types 
There are two types of networks: 
 Heterogeneous Networks: These kinds of networks consist of interconnected 
different kind of network components. Sparse grooming networks that has a 
few grooming nodes, is a good example for this kind of networks [7]. 
 Homogeneous Networks: These kinds of networks consist of interconnected 
same kind of network components. Full grooming networks that has 
grooming capability at every node, is a good example for this kind of 
networks [7]. 
2.2 Network Configuration 
In this thesis, WDM Optical Network System configuration is represented by the 
following characteristics: 
 Physical topology (PT): 
o Ring  
o Mesh 
 Virtual topology (VT): 
o Static 
o Reconfigurable  
 Optical Fiber links:  
o Bi-directional/uni-directional 
o Number of wavelengths on each fiber 
o Multiple or single fiber between node pair 
o Capacity of each wavelength (e.g., OC-48, OC-192 or OC-768) 
 Network Nodes: 
o Wavelength conversion capabilities: Lightpaths traversing the same 
fiber link must be on different wavelength channels not to interfere 
each other. If there is no wavelength conversion capability, a 
lightpath is required to be on the same wavelength throughout its 
route in the network and this property is called wavelength-continuity 
of lightpath. A node can be equipped with a wavelength converter 
facility, and then a LP may switch between different wavelengths 
throughout its route without applying wavelength-continuity 
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constraint. A wavelength conversion can be done on some 
wavelengths at a node as well.  
 Full wavelength conversion capability 
 No wavelength conversion capability 
 Partial wavelength conversion capability 
o Grooming capabilities: Depending on the technologies and 
architectures employed, different OXCs may have different switching 
and multiplexing capabilities, which supports different capabilities for 
grooming low speed traffic onto high capacity wavelength channels.  
 Full grooming capabilities 
 No grooming capabilities 
 Partial grooming capabilities:Grooming with some constraints 
 Number of transceivers at each node 
2.3 Grooming, Routing and Wavelength Assignment (GRWA) Algorithms  
If wavelength capacities are considered to be bins and traffic streams of different 
connection request are optimally packed into these wavelength channels, the 
GRWA problem is similar to well known NP complete Bin Packing problem. The 
GRWA problem is more complex because there is a dependency between 
wavelength channels (bins); one traffic stream of connection request may affect 
more than one wavelength channels (bins). There are four sub-problems of Traffic 
Grooming Problem: 
1. Determining the virtual topology that consists of lightpaths 
2. Routing the lightpaths over the physical topology 
3. Performing wavelength assignment to the lightpaths 
4. Routing the traffic on the virtual topology 
In this study following traffic grooming and two different route computation 
algorithms; single layered route computation algorithm and two layered route 
computation algorithm are applied to multiplex lower speed connections onto high 
capacity wavelengths [4]. 
2.3.1 Traffic grooming policies 
Traffic grooming policy determines how to route the traffic request under the current 
network state. Possible operations for grooming policies are as follows: [5] 
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1. Single-hop Grooming: Carry the connection using an existing lightpath which 
directly connects source and destination. 
2. Multi-hop Grooming: Carry the connection using multiple existing lightpaths.  
3. Establish a new groomable lightpath between the end nodes if enough 
resource exists. 
4. Carry the connection using a combination of both existing groomable 
lightpaths and setting up new lightpaths on physical links. 
In this study the flow chart of applied GRWA policy is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
Connection 
Request
Exists direct LP 
with free capacity
Route using 
existing direct LP 
with enough 
capacity
Multi Hop 
Grooming
Single Hop 
Grooming
Route using 
existing LPs with 
enough capacity
Set up direct LP
Single layered 
routing
Route using both  
existing LPs with 
enough capacity 
and setting up 
new LPs
Blocked
Two layered 
routing
 
Figure 2.1 GRWA Policy  
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2.3.2 Two-layered route computation algorithm 
In two layered route computation algorithm different from single layered route 
computation algorithm, route is computed over VT layer and PT layer separately. 
Two layered route computation algorithm works as follows based on traffic grooming 
policies 1-3 [4]: 
1. If there is a lightpath with enough capacity to support request between node 
pair (s,d), return path (s,d). 
2. If it is possible to route the request through existing lightpaths, return the 
path. 
3. If it is feasible to set up a new ligthpath between s and d  subject to network 
constraints, return the path. 
2.3.3 Single-layered route computation algorithm 
Single layered route computation algorithm works as follows based on traffic 
grooming policy 4 [4]: 
1. Generate graph representation of the original network G(V,E). 
2.  Add a link between node pair (i,j), if there is a groomable lightpath L 
between (i,j), or a new groomable lightpath can be set up between (i,j). 
3. Compute the shortest route for request on graph G. If this succeeds, return 
the path. 
In single layered route computation algorithm, route is computed over both VT layer 
and PT layer together. 
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3. VIRTUAL TOPOLOGY RECONFIGURATION 
Problems like VTR problem require feasible and close to optimal solutions with 
limited computing resources and within very short time periods. Proposed VTR 
policies with different objective functions select the more efficient VTR step for a 
given WDM Optical network configuration by considering all of the possible VTR 
steps or course of actions. For this purpose, problem specific optimization algorithm 
is implemented as VTR algorithm and tested by simulation model to see whether a 
proposed solution improves VTR effectiveness.  
In this chapter, since the VTR problem is decomposed into two sub problems as 
VTRT policy and VTR algorithm, firstly these sub problems and proposed algorithms 
are described in detail. Then VTR problem is formulated with new variables and 
constraints with four different objective functions for wavelength routed WDM optical 
mesh networks considering traffic grooming capability. The set of one VTRT Policy 
and one VTR Algorithm is defined as VTR policy.  
3.1 VTR Triggering (VTRT) Policy 
In this thesis, VTRT policy is defined as the policy that starts the reconfiguration 
process. Monitoring the  network state allows VT to track changes in traffic pattern. 
Continuously monitoring the network is best but has cost over the signaling protocol, 
network-topology and update status protocol and the control channel. In this thesis, 
possible VTRT policies are classified as illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
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VIRTUAL TOPOLOGY 
RECONFIGURATION
REACTIVE APPROACH PROACTIVE APPROACH
VIRTUAL TOPOLOGY 
RECONFIGURATION 
TRIGGERING
EVENT TRIGGERED POLICY TIME TRIGGERED POLICY
 
Figure 3.1 Classification of VTRT Policies 
3.1.1 Time-triggered VTRT policy 
Time triggrered VTRT policies are time dependent VTRT policies. For the time 
triggered policies, reconfiguration time has significant impact on the performance of 
the reconfiguration process. In this study, for time triggered VTRT policy, 
reconfiguration process is started periodically and this policy is called Periodic Time-
Triggered VTRT Policy.   
3.1.2 Event-triggered VTRT policy 
Event triggered VTRT policies are event dependent VTRT policies. For the event 
triggered policies, event that starts reconfiguration process, has significant impact 
on the performance of the reconfiguration process. In this study, two VTRT policies 
are considered: 
 Blocked Event-Triggered VTRT Policy: In this policy, reconfiguration process 
is started when any connection request is blocked. 
 Disconnected Event-Triggered VTRT Policy: In this policy, reconfiguration 
process is started when any connection is naturally ended. 
3.2 VTR Algorithm 
The recent studies like [22] have depended on addition/deletion of one lightpath per 
reconfiguration step. But in this study VTR is depended on only deletion of LP per 
reconfiguration step. Addition of LP is left as a function of GRWA since connection 
holding time and future traffic are not known.  
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There are alternatives for choosing objective of the optimization for VTR algorithms 
after the problem is formulated considering traffic grooming issue. In Table 1.1 
objective functions used in virtual topology related previous studies are summarized. 
In this study, two previously studied objective functions about traffic load and hop 
count (in this study hop count is called route length) are used and two new objective 
functions considering traffic grooming are proposed. Four different objective 
functions that have been used in VTR algorithms are as follows: 
 Traffic Grooming Ratio Reconfiguration (TGRR): This newly proposed 
objective function different from previous studies considers traffic grooming 
ratio of LPs when reconfiguring.  
 Traffic Load Reconfiguration (TLR): This objective function considers traffic 
load of LPs when reconfiguring [12,20,22]. 
 Maximum Lightpath Length Reconfiguration (LLR): This objective function 
considers route length of LPs when reconfiguring [10,18]. 
 Integrated Reconfiguration (IR):  This newly proposed objective function 
different from previous studies combines above mentioned three objectives 
into one single objective by weighted sum scalarization when reconfiguring.  
The mathematical formulation of this problem is presented as follows: 
o Indices: 
s i m n j d
Physical Link
Connection Request
Lightpath
 
Figure 3.2 Indices of Mathematical Formulation 
 s,d : node indices of connection request. 
 i,j : node indices of a ligthpath. 
 m,n : node indices of fiber link. 
 g : granularity of low speed traffic requests. gЄ{1,3,12,48,192} This 
indacates that connection requests between nodes can be any of OC-1,  
OC-3, OC-12, OC-48 and OC-192. 
 f : index of OC-g connection request any node pair. 
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o Given Data : 
 N : number of nodes. 
 W : number of wavelengths available at each fiber link. 
 C : capacity of a wavelength. 
 H: maximum number of fiber links that can be used. 
 Pmn : number of fiber links between nodes m and n. 
 Vij,q : q
th LP between nodes i and j, current VT. Vij,qЄ{0,1}.  
 ,sd gC : number of OC-g connection requests between s and d.  
 ,ij q
mnP  : q
th LP between nodes i and j on fiber  m and n 
,ij q
mnP Є{0,1}. 
 , ,,
sd f g
ij qC : OC-g f
th connection between s and d carried by qth LP (i,j).        
, ,
,
sd f g
ij qC  Є {0,1}, gЄ{1,3,12,48,192} and fЄ[1.. 
,sd gC ]. 
 Gmax : maximum grooming ratio that each wavelength can support. 
 Tri: number of transmitters at node i. 
 Rcj: number of receivers at node j. 
o Decision Variables: 
 ,'ij qmnP  : q
th LP between nodes i and j on fiber  m and n 
,'ij qmnP Є{0,1}. 
 V’ij,q : q
th LP between nodes i and j, new reconfigured VT. V’ij,qЄ{0,1}. 
 , ,,'
sd f g
ij qC  : OC-g f
th connection between s and d carried by qth LP (i,j).        
, ,
,'
sd f g
ij qC  Є{0,1}, gЄ{1,3,12,48,192} and fЄ[1.. 
,sd gC ]. 
 Gmin : minimum grooming ratio on VT.  
 Lmin : minimum traffic load on VT. 
 Hmax : maximum number of fiber links that is used on VT. 
o Objective Functions: 
 Traffic Grooming Ratio Reconfiguration (TGRR): Delete LP with minimum 
traffic grooming ratio.  
min
, ,
, , min,
sd,g
* ' , ,
g {1,3,12,48,192}, f [1..C ]
sd f g
ij q ij qij q
g f s d
Minimize G
V V G i j qC     
 

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 Traffic Load Reconfiguration (TLR): Delete LP with minimum traffic load.  
min
, ,
, , min
,
sd,g
* ' , ,
g {1,3,12,48,192}, f [1..C ]
*
sd f g
ij q ij q
ij q
g f s d
Minimize L
V V L i j qg C     
 

 
 Maximum Lightpath Length Reconfiguration (LLR): Delete LP with maximum 
length.  
max
,
max , ,
sd,g
* ' , ,
g {1,3,12,48,192}, f [1..C ]
ij q
ij q ij qmn
m n
Maximize H
H V V i j qP     
 

 
 Integrated Reconfiguration (IR): Delete LP that optimizes above mentioned 
three objective functions by scalarizing them. α, β and Ω are weights of each 
objective. 
 maxmin min
max
1
HG L
Minimize
G C H
 
 
   
 
 
o Constraints: 
 Physical Topology: 
 
 
 
 
,
,
,
,
, ,
,
, , 1
, , 2
0 , , , 3
* , 4
''
''
' '
'
ij q
ik ij q
k
ij q
kj ij q
k
ij q ij q
kl lk
k k
ij q
mnmn
i j q
i j q
i j q
i j q l
W P m n
VP
VP
P P
P
 
 
  
 


 

 
 Virtual Topology: 
 
 
 
,
,
,
,
, , , , 5
' 6
' 7
''
ij q
mn ij q
ij q i
j q
ij q j
i q
m n i j q
V Tr i
V Rc j
VP  
 
 


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 Traffic Routing: 
 
 
, , , ,
, ,
sd,g
, ,
,,
1
0 , , , , , 8
1
g {1,3,12,48,192}, f [1..C ]
* , , 9
' '
* ' '
sd f g sd f g
il q li q
i i
sd f g
ij qij q
g f s d
l d
l s and l d s d f g l q
l s
C i j q
C C
g C V


   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 Traffic Grooming: 
            
 
, ,
max,
, , 10'
sd f g
ij q
g f s d
G i j qC  
 
 Virtual Topology Reconfiguration: 
, ,' 1 (12)ij q ij q
i j q i j q
V V    
 Equations 1, 2 and 3 is flow conservation constraints at source, destination and 
any intermediate node for qth LP (i,j). 
 Equation 4 ensures that total number of LPs carried by fiber (m,n) can not 
exceed the number of wavelengths available at fiber (m,n). 
 Equation 5 ensures that a physical link is assigned only if the LP exists. 
 Equation 6 and 7 limit the number of LPs that are emerging from a node and 
terminating at a node by the number of receivers and transmitters at that node. 
 Equation 8 is responsible for the routing of low speed connection requests on 
VT.  
 Equation 9 ensures that total capacity of groomed connection requests can only 
flow through any existing LP without exceeding the capacity of that LP. 
 Equation 10 limits the number of low speed connection that can be groomed on 
any ligthpath. 
 Equation 12 ensures that the reconfigured new VT is consists of same set of 
LPs with the current VT except one deleted LP. 
After the solution, the decision variable to be determined is the LP to delete. The 
above formulated problem can be solved by ILP solvers like GAMS, CPLEX or 
LINGO and heuristics for optimization. A module called virtual topology optimizer is 
implemented and embedded in the simulation model to solve the above formulated 
problem. The flowchart of VTR algorithm is shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 Flowchart of  VTR Algorithm 
3.3 Execution of The Virtual Topology Optimizer 
Virtual Topology Optimizer chooses LP to delete by solving the previously 
formulated problem depending on the current objective function. All of the LPs in the 
current VT that optimizes the objective function are checked iteratively by the VTR 
algorithm. For integrated reconfiguration  W ij,q; cost of every Vij,q  is calculated before 
the algorithm starts  by the equation
ij,q ij,q ,
ij,q
max
G L
W = 1
ij qH
G C H
 
 
   
 
.  And 
weights of this equation; α, β and Ω are chosen equally in this study. 
The pseudocode for VTR algorithm is as follows: 
Input: 
 Virtual topology,  G={Vij,q} 
 Routing table, 
, ,
,
sd f g
ij qC  
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Output: 
 Delete existing LP 
0 0 0,i j q
V  
 No change to current VT 
Algorithm: 
For Every VTR period: 
Repeat 
Find next Vij,q optimizing the applied Objective Function 
  Find next LP with minimum grooming ratio Gij,q  
 Find next LP with minimum traffic load  Lij,q 
 Find next LP with maximum route length  Hij,q   
 Find next LP with minimum Wij,q 
io←i 
jo←j 
qo←q 
For every 
0 0 0
, ,
,
sd f g
i j qC do 
 Check if rerouting is feasible  
End for  
Until Rerouting of every 
0 0 0
, ,
,
sd f g
i j qC is feasible or no LP available 
If Rerouting of every 
0 0 0
, ,
,
sd f g
i j qC is feasible 
Disconnect every 
0 0 0
, ,
,
sd f g
i j qC  
Reroute every 
0 0 0
, ,
,
sd f g
i j qC  
Delete 
0 0 0,i j q
V  
End if 
End VTR period 
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4. SIMULATION MODELING, DESIGN & ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS 
In order to represent WDM Optical Network described in previous chapter, a 
discrete-event simulation model is developed. In this study, the main purpose of 
developing a simulation model is to evaluate the specific problem of determining a 
better VTR policy considering traffic grooming.  
In this chapter, after design and development of the model have been discussed, 
design of experiments and explanatory analysis are presented to evaluate the 
simulation results. In this study, determining the absolute performance of a certain 
system is not considered and analysis of experiments is focused on comparing 
proposed system configurations in a relative sense. Following methodology is used 
for deisgn and analysis of experiments: 
1. Performance measures are determined. 
2. Length of warmup period and number of replications are determined. 
3. Data required for the analysis is provided by running the simulation 15 times 
for 12 different scenarios. 15 observations are made to keep a relatively 
large sample size given the ease in computations. 
4. Simulation results are analyzed and evaluated by applying both ANOVA two 
factors with replication [24] and Duncan’s multiple range tests [24] to 
simulation data. 
5. Significances of data analysis are interpreted. 
Analytical solutions are always desirable to obtain answers to the questions. But 
simulation modeling is preferred due to the need to address the complex 
interactions caused by uncertainty and time variability. WDM Optical Network 
system under consideration has dynamic/stochastic elements such as traffic arrival 
rate, connection holding time, bandwidth requirement of each connection request 
and connection requests among node pairs. It is also impossible to observe the 
studied system creating real world conditions because of technical reasons and 
difficulties. Simulation provides us to analyze and to compare different policies 
answering a wide variety of what if questions. So for all of these reasons simulation 
is the appropriate tool for this study. 
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4.1 Model Development 
The real system and interactions among its various components are investigated for 
building the model. A conceptual model is constructed by carefully determining the 
assumptions on the system components and the structure of the system. Then 
conceptual model is translated to logical model and finally to simulation model. The 
steps of the model development process are illustrated in Figure 4.1. 
REAL WORLD
SYSTEM
ASSUMED SYSTEM
CONCEPTUAL MODEL LOGICAL MODEL SIMULATION MODEL
 
Figure 4.1 Steps of the Model Development Process 
Determining the correct level of detail and realistic assumptions for the model is very 
important. The simulation model should have enough details and realistic 
assumptions to represent the real world system answering the questions under 
consideration.   
4.1.1 Conceptual model  
Conceptualizing a model is one of the important steps of model development. In this 
section the system of interest; WDM Optical Network is documented by examining 
the essential components and structures of the real world systems. During 
conceptualization, information about real systems is gathered and then the logical 
model of the system is constructed to show relationships among the elements of the 
model. Conceptual model contains elements of the real system including events, 
entities, attributes, variables, operational rules initial conditions and assumptions of 
the existing system. The basic elements of the simulation model are as follows: 
Entities: An entity is an object of an interest in the system which requires an explicit 
representation in the system. In this study connection is an entity. 
Attributes: Attributes are the characteristics of an entity. Attributes of a connection 
entity are: 
 Source Node 
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 Destination node 
Events: An event is an instantaneous occurrence that changes the state of the 
system.The events of the system are: 
 Request Connection 
 Setup Connection 
 End Connection 
Input Variables: The exact input variables of modeled WDM Optical Network are as 
follows: 
1. Dynamic Traffic pattern: 
 Traffic arrival rate 
o Poisson: Mean 3 simulation unit time 
 Connection-holding time 
o Negative exponential : Mean 120 simulation unit time 
 Bandwidth requirement of the connection requests 
o Uniform distribution between OC-1, OC-3, OC-12, OC-48 and 
OC-192 
 Connection requests among node pairs (s and d) 
o Uniform distribution between each nodes 
2. Physical Topology:  
 Physical links between nodes   : 1 
 Number of nodes          : 5 
 
             Figure 4.2 5 Node Physical Topology 
3. Physical links: 
 Maximum number of wavelengths on each fiber : 5 
 Capacity of each wavelength   :OC-192 
4. Simulation: 
 Replication   : 2000 connection requests 
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 Simulation unit time  : 1 hour 
 End condition   : After 2000th connection request 
Output Variables: Simulation model creates an output file for each simulation run. 
When each simulation run ends, following parameters are calculated and written to 
the output file: 
 Average LP capacity utilization 
 Average Optimal routing ratio 
 Number of blocked connection requests 
 Number of rerouted traffic 
 Traffic load of rerouted traffic 
 Number of successful reconfigurations made 
 Number of reconfiguration attempts 
Assumptions: The purpose of the assumptions in this study is to model only critical 
parameters that are important to WDM Optical Network performance. The simulation 
model is based on the reasonable assumptions categorized below. 
1. Traffic Pattern Assumptions 
 Dynamic traffic 
2. Network Configuration Assumptions 
 Network type: Homogeneous network 
 Physical topology: Mesh  
 Virtual topology : Reconfigurable 
 Optical Fiber links: Uni-directional and  have fixed wavelength capacity 
 Network Node configuration: 
o Wavelength conversion capability: Full wavelength conversion 
capability 
o Grooming capability: Full grooming capability 
4.1.2 Logical model  
Logical model shows the relationship among the elements of the model. The logical 
model of WDM Optical Network is constructed via the flowchart in Figure 4.3.  
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Figure 4.3 WDM Optical Network System Logical Model 
This flowchart is a pictorial summary of the flows and decisions that comprise a 
WDM Optical Network system. When simulation starts, simulation parameters are 
initialized and dynamic traffic is generated according to the scenario. Then 
connection requests are serviced and routed using GRWA algorithms described in 
Section 2.3. When VTR algorithm is run by VTR triggering policy, VTR algorithm is 
applied according to the current state of simulation by the VTR module integrated to 
the simulation model. 
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4.1.3 Simulation tool 
Arena [23] is used to model WDM Optical Network. Arena is a general purpose 
visual simulation environment. “It first appeared as the block oriented SIMAN 
simulation language and was later enhanced by the addition of many functional 
modules, full visualization of model structure and parameters, improved input and 
output analysis tools, run control and animation facilities, and output reporting” [23]. 
Arena has been widely used in both industry and acamedia. 
4.2 Input Data Analysis 
In this study, modeled WDM Optical Network with traffic grooming capability is a 
new network technology. Since it is not tried in real network conditions, it is not 
possible to collect the required input data. The arrival process can be described as 
Poisson process [23]. For the connection holding time exponential distribution is 
used. For the bandwidth requirement of connection requests and connection 
requests among nodes, uniform distribution is used since it is a good choice  when it 
is known that these parameters are random but no information is available about the 
distribution. The parameters of the distribution functions are obtained by rewieving 
the previous studies on the literature [4-8,21,22]. 
4.3 Scenarios 
In this study, scenario is defined as possible combinations of VTRT policies, and 
VTR algorithms that determine the course of VTR : 
 VTRT Policies: In each scenario one of the three VTRT policies mentioned in 
Section 3.1  is applied. 
 VTR Algorithms: In each scenario one of the four VTR algorithms mentioned 
in Section 3.2 is applied. 
Thus, combination of three different VTR trigerring policies, four different VTR 
policies adds up to 12 different scenarios to be evaluated by  the simulation model. 
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4.4 Design of Experiments 
4.4.1 Performance measures 
The model was designed to evaluate the specific problem of determining the better 
VTR algorithms for the three VTRT policies. In order to compare better VTR 
algorithm for the three VTRT policies, six Performance Measures are calculated 
from simulation output data. Performance Measures used in this study are: 
1. Average LP Capacity Utilization Ratio: is the average ratio of utilized 
capacities of existing LPs over total capacities of existing LPs. Bigger values 
of PM1 indicate better resource utilization. 
#
1 #
( )
( )
MaxCapacity
LPs
Usedcapacity
i
LPs
i
LP i
TotalUsedLPCapacity
PM
TotalLPCapacity
LP i
 


  0≤ PM1≤1 
2. Average Optimal Routing Ratio: is the average ratio of optimal route length 
of existing connections over current route length of existing connections. 
Bigger values of PM2 indicate better resource utilization since resources 
allocated are directly proportional to route length. 
#
2 #
( )
( )
Connections
i
Connections
i
OptimalRouteofConnection i
PM
CurrentRouteofConnection i



   0≤ PM2≤1 
3. Rerouting per Reconfiguration: is the total number of rerouted traffic over 
the number of successful reconfiguration.  Smaller values of PM3 indicate 
better network disruption. 
3
Re
Re
NumberOf routedTraffic
PM
NumberofSuccessful configuration
   0≤ PM3≤1 
4. Rerouted Traffic Load per Reconfiguration: is the total rerouted traffic 
load over the number of successful reconfiguration. Smaller values of PM4 
indicate better network disruption. 
4
Re
Re
routedTrafficLoad
PM
NumberofSuccessful configuration
       0≤PM4≤MaxWaveCapacity 
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5. Probability of Successful Reconfiguration: is the number of successful 
reconfigurations over the total number of reconfiguration attempts. Bigger 
values of PM5 indicate better VTRT. 
5
Re
Re
NumberofSuccessful configuration
PM
NumberOf configuration
    0≤ PM5≤1 
6. Probability of Connection Blockage: is the number of blocked connection 
requests over total number of connection requests. Smaller values of PM6 
indicate better VTR. 
6
Re
Re
NumberOfBlockedConnection quests
PM
TotalNumberOfConnection quests
   0≤ PM6≤1 
The main objective of VTR is to adapt VT better for dynamic traffic conditions by 
maximum network resource utilization efficiency and minimum disruption to existing 
traffic. Therefore, network resource utilization is quantified by PM1 and PM2, and 
penalty of VTR; network disruption is quantified by PM3 and PM4. PM5 is used to 
quantify success of VTR in order to evaluate the performance of VTRT policy. Since 
non blocking scenario is considered, PM6 is only considered for giving insight about 
the need for VTR.  
4.4.2 Determination of length of warmup period 
To determine the steady state behavior of the system, a warmup period that is a 
point in simulated time when the statistical counters are reset, is specified by 
running simulation without reconfiguration. Plotting the key variables over the 
duration of the simulation provides the understanding of long run dynamic system 
behavior.  Time plots of important variables are shown in Figure 4.4 and the warmup 
period for this study is determined as 500 unit of time. 
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Figure 4.4 Time Plot Graphs of Performance Measures PM1 and PM2 
4.4.3 Determination of number of replication 
Determining the number of replications is needed to achieve a desired accuracy on 
the estimates of the performance measures. In this study, sequential procedure with 
relative precision criterion is used to determine the number of replications [23]. The 
objective of the procedure is obtain an estimate of µ with a relative error of γ          
(0< γ <1) and a confidence interval of 100(1-α) percent. In this study, the value of α 
is set at 0,05. The procedure is as follows:  
Step 1: Make n0 replications (more than two) of the simulation and set n= n0 
Step 2: Compute ( )X n and (n, )   
 Where 
2
n-1,1- /2
( )
(n, ) =t
S n
n
  is the half length of the confidence interval. 
Step 3: If
(n, )
( )X n
 
  , use ( )X n as the point estimate of µ and stop. This ratio is an   
 estimate of the actual relative error. 
 

 
 
 is the adjusted relative error to get an actual relative error of γ. 
Else make one more replication and go to step 2. 
For disconnected VTRT policy and for PM1, PM2, PM3, PM4 and PM5 number of 
replications is calculated by the above explained procedure. The maximum number 
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of replications is calculated as 8. As a result, data required for the analysis is 
provided by running the simulation 15 times. 
4.5 Analysis of Experiments 
4.5.1 Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
The model of this study is a two-factor model because both the VTR algorithm and 
the VTRT policy can influence each observation. So there are two factors of interest: 
1. VTR Algorithm:  
a. Traffic Grooming Ratio Reconfiguration   (TGRR) 
b. Traffic Load Reconfiguration    (TLR) 
c. Lightpath with Maximum Length Reconfiguration  (LLR) 
d.  Integrated  Reconfiguration    (IR) 
2. VTR Triggering (VTRT) Policy: 
a. Blocked    
b. Disconnected   
c. Periodic    
The questions that can be answered by performing an ANOVA two factor with 
replication are: 
 Is there a significant difference in those Performance Measures in terms 
of both four VTR algorithms and three VTRT policies? 
 Do particular combination of a VTR algorithm and a VTRT policy have 
any special influence on Performance Measures? 
In order to assess whether the VTR algorithms and/or the VTRT policies result in 
different Performance Measures, simulation results of 15 replications have been 
taken for each combination of four different VTR algorithms and  three different 
VTRT Policies. 
There are three null hypotheses in the two factor model: 
1. H0: There is no VTR algorithm main effect. 
2. H0: There is no VTRT policy main effect. 
3. There is no interaction effect between VTR algorithm and VTRT policy. 
A p-value is calculated and used to determine whether to reject the null hypotheses. 
The value of α is set at 0,05. If p-value less than α, null hypotheses H0  is rejected 
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and it is concluded that the dependent variable; in this study observed Performance 
measure, is influenced by the factors: 
 If the null hypothesis of no VTR algorithm main effect is rejected, then 
column means are said to be significantly different. 
 If the null hypothesis of no VTRT policy main effect is rejected, then row 
means are said to be significantly different. 
 If interaction is present, the influence of factors, in combination, does not 
equal to sum of the influences of factors. 
ANOVA (two factor with replication) tests for sample scenarios are shown in 
APPENDIX A. The summaries of results are shown in Table 4.1. In all tables, “X” 
denotes significant difference and blank cell denotes an insignificant difference 
between factors for the current performance measure. 
Table 4.1 Summary Results of ANOVA Tests 
 PM1 PM2 PM3 PM4 PM5 PM6 
VTRA X X X X X  
VTRT X X X X X X 
VTRAxVTRT X X X X X  
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4.5.2 Duncan’s multiple range test 
It is not revealed from ANOVA analysis whether specific pairs are significantly 
different. For more detailed analysis, all possible pairs of performance measure 
means are needed to be tested. The null hypotheses would then be Ho: µi=µj for all 
i≠j. In this study, in order to test all pairs of performance measure means µ without 
increasing probability of type I error, Duncan’s multiple range test is applied to the 
simulation data. In Table 4.2 summary results of Duncan’s Multiple Range tests for 
all performance measures are shown. 
Table 4.2 Summary of Duncan’s Multiple Range Tests 
    
             V T RA       
    
  TGRR vs TLR TGRR vs LLR TGRR vs IR TLR vs LLR TLR vs IR LLR vs IR 
V
 T
 R
 T
 
  Blocked -- -- -- -- -- -- 
PM1 Periodic X X X X X X 
  Disconnected -- X X X X X 
  Blocked -- -- -- -- -- -- 
PM2 Periodic X X X X X X 
  Disconnected -- X -- X -- X 
  Blocked -- X X X X X 
PM3 Periodic X X -- X -- X 
  Disconnected -- X -- X X X 
  Blocked -- X -- X -- X 
PM4 Periodic X X X X -- X 
  Disconnected -- X X X -- X 
  Blocked -- -- -- -- -- -- 
PM5 Periodic -- X X X X X 
  Disconnected -- X X X X X 
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4.6 Interpretation of Data Analysis 
4.6.1 Interpretation of ANOVA tests 
When summary results of ANOVA tests in Table 4.1 are considered for performance 
measure in terms of VTR algorithms (VTRA row in Table 4.1), it is concluded that: 
 There is VTR algorithm main effect for resource utilization.  
 There is VTR algorithm main effect for network disruption.  
When summary results of ANOVA tests in Table 4.1 are considered for performance 
measure in terms of VTRT policies (VTRT row in Table 4.1), it is concluded that: 
 There is VTRT policy main effect for resource utilization.  
  There is VTRT policy main effect for network disruption. 
When summary results of ANOVA tests in Table 4.1 are considered for performance 
measures in terms of interactions (VTRAxVTRT row in Table 4.1), it is concluded 
that certain combinations of VTR algorithm and VTRT policy are more effective than 
others. 
4.6.2 Interpretation of Duncan multiple range tests 
In Figures 4.5-4.10 mean values of all performance measures are demonstrated 
graphically for VTRT polices and VTR algorithms. In each graph, three different 
VTRT policies are plotted on the horizontal axis and the mean value of dependent 
variable (performance measure) is plotted using the y axis, with four different bars 
representing four different VTR policies. In the following sections, by the help of 
Figures 4.5-4.10 and results of Duncan’s Multiple Range tests in Table 4.2 VTR 
performance is compared for both VTRT policies and VTR algorithms. 
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4.6.2.1 Analysis for VTRT policy performance 
Probability of Successful Reconfiguration(PM5)
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Figure 4.5 Graph of PM5  
 For blocked VTRT policy, there is no significant difference in PM5 in terms of 
the four VTR algorithms. PM5 values are biggest of all VTRT policies and 
equal to one that means every reconfiguration attempt results successfully.  
 For periodic VTRT policy, there is no significant difference in PM5 in terms of 
TGRR and TLR. But IR and LLR provide significantly better PM5 values than 
both TGRR and TLR. 
  For disconnected VTRT policy, there is no significant difference in PM5 in 
terms of TGRR and TLR. But IR and LLR provide significantly better PM5 
values than both TGRR and TLR. PM5 values are smallest of all VTRT 
policies and that means most of the reconfiguration attempt results 
unsuccessfully. 
Disconnected VTRT policy and blocked VTRT policy can be considered as two 
extreme points among VTRT policies. Disconnected VTRT policy triggers VTR 
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algorithm too frequently that most of the time reconfiguration is not feasible and 
blocked VTRT policy triggers VTR algorithm too seldom that reconfiguration is 
always feasible.  
Probability of Connection Blockage(PM6)
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Figure 4.6 Graph of PM6 
When PM6 is considered for all of the VTRT policies, blocked VTRT has the worst 
performance and disconnected VTRT policy has the best performance. But the other 
point is that triggering a VTR algorithm has a signaling cost; when VTR algorithm is 
triggered, input of VTR algorithm must be provided by signaling. Disconnected 
VTRT policy has a really unnecessary signaling cost and when PM2 is considered, it 
is clearly seen that frequent reconfiguration increases route length of existing 
connections. Even a best VTR algorithm has no significant effect on VTR process if 
it is triggered wrongly like in blocked VTRT policy.   
As a result, triggering of VTR is really important and among considered VTRT 
policies periodic is more effective. 
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4.6.2.2 Analysis for resource utilization performance 
Average LP Capacity Utilization Ratio(PM1)
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Figure 4.7 Graph of PM1  
 There are significant differences in PM1 for all of the VTR algorithms with 
periodic VTRT policy. TLR and TGRR provide significantly better PM1 values 
than both IR and LLR  
 There are significant differences in PM1 for all of the VTR algorithms with 
disconnected VTRT policy except TGRR and TLR. TLR and TGRR provide 
significantly better PM1 values than both IR and LLR  
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Average Optimal Routing Ratio(PM2)
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Figure 4.8 Graph of PM2 
 There are significant differences in PM2 for all of the VTR algorithms with 
periodic VTRT policy. IR and LLR provide significantly better PM2 values 
than both TLR and TGRR. 
 There is no significant difference in PM2 in terms of TGRR, TLR and IR for 
disconnected VTRT policy except LLR. LLR provide significantly better PM2 
values than TGRR, TLR and IR. 
 There is no significant difference in PM1 and PM2 in terms of all of the four 
VTR algorithms for blocked VTRT policy. This means that even the best VTR 
algorithm has no significant resource utilization performance if it is triggered 
wrongly. 
As a result, when PM1 and PM2 are considered together for overall resource 
utilization performance, IR is more effective. 
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4.6.2.3 Analysis for network disruption performance 
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Figure 4.9 Graph of PM3  
 There are significant differences in PM3 for all of the VTR algorithms with 
blocked VTRT policy except TGRR vs. TLR. TLR and TGRR provide 
significantly better PM3 values than both IR and LLR  
 There are significant differences in PM3 for all of the VTR algorithms with 
periodic VTRT policy except TGRR vs. IR and TLR vs. IR. TGRR and IR  
provide significantly better PM3 values than both TLR and LLR  
 There are significant differences in PM3 for all of the VTR algorithms with 
disconnected VTRT policy except TGRR vs. TLR and TGRR vs. IR. TGRR 
and IR  provide significantly better PM3 values than both TLR and LLR  
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Figure 4.10 Graph of  PM4 
 There are no significant differences in PM4 for TGRR, TLR and IR with 
blocked VTRT policy except LLR. TGRR, TLR and IR provide significantly 
better PM4 values than LLR  
 There are significant differences in PM4 for all of the VTR algorithms with 
periodic VTRT policy except TLR vs. IR. TLR and IR  provide significantly 
better PM4 values than both TGRR and LLR  
 There are significant differences in PM4 for all of the VTR algorithms with 
disconnected VTRT policy except TGRR vs. TLR and TLR vs. IR. TLR and 
IR  provide significantly better PM4 values than both TGRR and LLR  
As a result, when PM3 and PM4 are considered together for overall network 
disruption, IR is more effective. 
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4.6.2.4 Summary of Duncan’s multiple range tests 
Results are summarized in Table 4.3. Duncan’s multiple range tests show that for 
each combination of scenarios considering overall performance, among VTR 
algorithms IR always dominates and provide better results by optimizing the two 
conflicting objectives in virtual topology reconfiguration process; the network 
resource utilization and network disruption. For the considered VTRT policies, 
periodic is more effective. 
Table 4.3 Results of Duncan’s Multiple Range Tests 
  
      PMs       
  
  PM1 PM2 PM3 PM4 PM5  PM6 
V
 T
 R
 T
 
Blocked -- -- TGRR,TLR TGRR,TLR -- -- 
Periodic  TGRR,TLR LLR,IR TGRR,IR TLR,IR LLR,IR -- 
Disconnected TGRR,TLR LLR,IR TGRR,IR TLR,IR LLR,IR -- 
4.6.3 Sensitivity analysis 
In this section, proposed VTR algorithms (TGRR, TLR, LLR and IR) with periodic 
VTRT policy is studied on 19 node physical topology to broaden the analysis. The 
physical topology used in simulation represents a typical optical backbone network 
topology that has a 19 nodes and 31 bidirectional links. Single factor ANOVA is 
applied to simulation data and results are shown in APPENDIX B. The summary of 
results  shown in Table 4.4 illustrates significant differrence among VTR algorithms. 
       Table 4.4 Summary Results of Single Factor ANOVA Tests 
  
      PMs   
  
  PM1 PM2 PM3 PM4 
V
 T
 R
A
 
TGRR X X X X 
TLR X X X X 
LLR X X X X 
IR  X X X X 
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In APPENDIX C, mean values of performance measures are showed graphically for 
VTR algorithms. When overall VTR performance is compared for VTR algorithms in 
19 node physical topology example, IR always dominates and provide better results 
like in 5 node physical topology example. These results clearly demonstrate that 
proposed  IR VTR algorithm is not physical topology dependent and achieves 
significant performance improvements for any physical topology.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, both the importance and the need for analysis in the area of VTR on 
optical WDM network considering traffic grooming have been tried to be 
demonstrated. Important studies in VTR category are reviewed and in this study the 
VTR problem is categorized and handled in two independent sub problems as VTRT 
policy and VTR algorithms. This common “divide and conquer” approach provides 
clear understanding of interaction and interrelation of these two sub problems.  
Important VTR factors especially traffic grooming impacting the optical WDM 
network performance are identified and analyzed. Using simulation, tradeoffs 
between resource utilization and network disruption are explored. The proposed 
TGRR algorithm provides significant improvements on network disruption 
performance of VTR process. So, firstly one of the important results of this study is 
that traffic grooming must be considered when reconfiguring.  
Secondly reconfiguring the VT by different VTR algorithms has a significant effect on 
the performance of VTR process. There are tradeoffs between different performance 
measures; resource utilization and network disruption. When effects of selected 
VTR algorithm on PMs are evaluated, it is observed that any VTR algorithm 
optimizing one PM can decrease the optimal value of other PMs.  For example, TLR 
algorithm decreases PM4 (rerouted traffic load per reconfiguration) which is good but 
increases PM3 (rerouting per reconfiguration) which is bad. For TGRR it is vice 
versa. In order to provide better overall VTR performance, multi objective IR 
algorithm is proposed. This newly proposed VTR algorithm different from previous 
studies combines three main objectives into one single objective by weighted sum 
scalarization when reconfiguring. The results of simulations indicate that for IR 
overall VTR performance; both resource utilization performance and network 
disruption performance are remarkably increased. 
Thirdly simulation results show that VTRT policy is really important. Even a best 
VTR algorithm has no significant effect on VTR process if it is triggered wrongly like 
in blocked VTRT policy.  In this study periodic time triggered VTRT achieve good 
performance among other VTRT policies. Time triggered VTRT   policies are simpler 
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than event triggered VTRT policies since they depend on timing mechanisms. 
Complex event triggered VTRT policies like monitoring a certain network state may 
be proposed but signaling cost and input of proposed event triggered VTRT policy 
must be considered. This study has provided useful insights for design of the 
signaling protocol, network-topology and update status protocol and the control 
channel. 
In this study, as a result, newly proposed VTR scheme considering traffic grooming; 
IR algorithm with periodic time triggered VTRT policy achieves significant 
performance improvements without increasing the complexity of the VTR problem. 
The optical WDM network model developed for this study has also provided useful 
insights into VTR.  
5.1 Simulation Step 
A sample approach to the problem of performance prediction and assessment is 
represented by using modeling and simulation techniques in this study. Results in 
this study showed that: 
 Simulation model can be used to assess and determine better VTR 
algorithms and VTRT policies for optical WDM network systems. 
 Simulation model can be used to compare different VTRT policies or 
alternative VTR algorithms. 
 Simulation model can also provide useful insights for determining both the 
necessary modifications and critical parameters of optical WDM network 
systems considering the evolving optic technology and growing bandwidth 
requirements.  
5.2 Comparative Analysis Step 
Two factor with replication ANOVA test and Duncan’s multiple range test are applied 
to simulation data. All performance measures are compared by using these tests. 
Analyses using the simulation model have shown some evidence in favor of using 
proposed IR VTR algorithm with periodic VTRT policy, in order to improve VTR 
performance of optical WDM network systems. 
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5.3 Recommendations for Future Work  
In this study, a sample analysis tool is developed using modeling and simulation 
techniques to enhance the performance of VTR on optical WDM networks with 
traffic grooming capability. 
While optical WDM network simulation model in the study was developed with the 
VTR in mind, it may also be used to evaluate many other what if questions in optical 
WDM networks: 
 It may be used to analyze the current optical WDM network configurations 
and evaluate new configurations as a network planning tool. 
 It may be used to evaluate sensitivity analysis of critical parameters; number 
of grooming ports and wavelengths, capacity of each wavelength, etc. 
 It may be used to evaluate applied VTR policies under different traffic 
conditions like traffic with high bandwidth requests or traffic with low 
bandwidth requests. 
In this study, periodic time triggered VTRT achieve good performance among other 
VTRT policies. But in periodic VTRT policy choice of period is a problem because 
optimal period can be affected by the parameters of network configuration and 
network state which are variable. So, reconfiguration process may be started with 
different periods which are recalculated according to network state at every 
reconfiguration step by using input data of VTR algorithm. 
For proposed IR algorithm weight of each objective is selected equally. But these 
weights may be tuned adaptively according to the network state.    
In this study, problem specific simulation model is designed and developed. Many 
modifications and more detailed sub model additions can be done as further study. 
For example, signaling protocol can be modeled and integrated with this model. 
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APPENDIX A : ANOVA RESULTS 
A. Performance Measure PM1 
Anova: Two-Factor With Replication     
       
SUMMARY TGRR TLR LLR IR Total  
Blocked            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 3,962408021 3,962408021 3,935958862 3,972753569 15,83352847  
Average 0,264160535 0,264160535 0,262397257 0,264850238 0,263892141  
Variance 0,00036021 0,00036021 0,000429379 0,000360526 0,00035922  
       
Periodic            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 9,799181759 9,820222139 8,910688579 9,388368249 37,91846073  
Average 0,653278784 0,654681476 0,594045905 0,625891217 0,631974345  
Variance 0,000251691 0,000190937 0,000577757 0,000362519 0,000949773  
       
Disconnected            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 11,14880449 11,11570793 10,46843523 10,89181715 43,6247648  
Average 0,743253632 0,741047196 0,697895682 0,726121144 0,727079413  
Variance 0,000150138 0,000110502 0,0001407 0,000241054 0,000485309  
       
Total           
Count 45 45 45 45   
Sum 24,91039427 24,89833809 23,31508267 24,25293897   
Average 0,553564317 0,553296402 0,518112948 0,538954199   
Variance 0,044451408 0,044231721 0,035641866 0,040439426   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Sample 7,181438641 2 3,59071932 12186,99445 1,4913E-182 3,049792132 
Columns 0,037667912 3 0,012555971 42,61528968 1,56362E-20 2,658398998 
Interaction 0,018697189 6 0,003116198 10,57645724 5,97239E-10 2,152910953 
Within 0,049498738 168 0,000294635    
       
Total 7,287302479 179         
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B. Performance Measure PM2 
Anova: Two-Factor With Replication     
       
SUMMARY TGRR TLR LLR IR Total  
Blocked            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 13,10159472 13,10159472 13,14796872 13,11365013 52,4648083  
Average 0,873439648 0,873439648 0,876531248 0,874243342 0,874413472  
Variance 0,001312467 0,001312467 0,001332025 0,001356899 0,001262545  
       
Periodic            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 11,1885604 11,05687844 12,38719311 11,83247715 46,46510909  
Average 0,745904027 0,737125229 0,825812874 0,78883181 0,774418485  
Variance 0,001261543 0,000737185 0,000694851 0,001077865 0,002179577  
       
Disconnected            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 10,79430723 10,69892829 11,21740723 10,86869933 43,57934207  
Average 0,719620482 0,713261886 0,747827148 0,724579955 0,726322368  
Variance 0,000655743 0,000815747 0,000754391 0,000647419 0,000854931  
       
Total           
Count 45 45 45 45   
Sum 35,08446235 34,85740145 36,75256906 35,81482661   
Average 0,779654719 0,774608921 0,816723757 0,795885036   
Variance 0,00564316 0,006003536 0,00375073 0,004824167   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Sample 0,684864177 2 0,342432088 343,6174744 4,27369E-60 3,049792132 
Columns 0,048640293 3 0,016213431 16,26955645 2,49356E-09 2,658398998 
Interaction 0,037465438 6 0,00624424 6,265855137 5,82892E-06 2,152910953 
Within 0,167420446 168 0,00099655    
       
Total 0,938390354 179         
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C. Performance Measure PM3 
Anova: Two-Factor With Replication     
       
SUMMARY TGRR TLR LLR IR Total  
Blocked            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 0 0 25,1666666 7,133333355 32,29999995  
Average 0 0 1,677777773 0,475555557 0,538333333  
Variance 0 0 1,33121692 0,347058201 0,876678902  
       
Periodic            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 23,67706323 27,26193571 59,0382762 26,0342021 136,0114772  
Average 1,578470882 1,817462381 3,93588508 1,735613473 2,266857954  
Variance 0,036363782 0,016058132 0,145713298 0,042244333 1,008828719  
       
Disconnected            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 41,76685357 43,66201615 56,35671186 40,27348518 182,0590668  
Average 2,784456905 2,910801077 3,757114124 2,684899012 3,03431778  
Variance 0,040140261 0,05191379 0,051895103 0,046429222 0,228788478  
       
Total           
Count 45 45 45 45   
Sum 65,4439168 70,92395186 140,5616547 73,44102064   
Average 1,454309262 1,576087819 3,123592326 1,632022681   
Variance 1,353793658 1,495641284 1,560836162 0,976151864   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Sample 196,1346062 2 98,0673031 557,9844477 6,41803E-75 3,049792132 
Columns 83,87546551 3 27,9584885 159,0785234 7,27063E-49 2,658398998 
Interaction 11,34154179 6 1,890256965 10,75520541 4,14566E-10 2,152910953 
Within 29,52646259 168 0,175752754    
       
Total 320,8780761 179         
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D. Performance Measure PM4 
Anova: Two-Factor With Replication     
       
SUMMARY TGRR TLR LLR IR Total  
Blocked            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 0 0 715,25 60,13333303 775,383333  
Average 0 0 47,68333333 4,008888868 12,92305555  
Variance 0 0 1827,022038 49,4654707 857,5775467  
       
Periodic            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 415,3411007 362,774395 955,5327225 345,3140697 2078,962288  
Average 27,68940671 24,18495967 63,7021815 23,02093798 34,64937147  
Variance 7,979456918 5,808476264 21,91493839 9,690054581 299,8977943  
       
Disconnected            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 670,0370903 647,1525383 910,8946482 610,0772972 2838,161574  
Average 44,66913935 43,14350255 60,72630988 40,67181981 47,3026929  
Variance 21,02980344 14,53157761 24,50523654 11,58769041 80,15435427  
       
Total           
Count 45 45 45 45   
Sum 1085,378191 1009,926933 2581,677371 1015,5247   
Average 24,11951536 22,44282074 57,37060824 22,56721556   
Variance 355,8605118 325,3014302 645,5928117 251,7344489   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Sample 36281,97622 2 18140,98811 109,1989282 4,12158E-31 3,049792132 
Columns 39848,60332 3 13282,86777 79,95567362 3,51114E-32 2,658398998 
Interaction 5262,062295 6 877,0103825 5,279127753 5,20638E-05 2,152910953 
Within 27909,4864 168 166,1278953    
       
Total 109302,1282 179         
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E. Performance Measure PM5 
Anova: Two-Factor With Replication     
       
SUMMARY TGRR TLR LLR IR Total  
Blocked            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 15 15 15 15 60  
Average 1 1 1 1 1  
Variance 0 0 0 0 0  
       
Periodic            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 12,58887637 12,74718636 13,18781793 13,72056907 52,24444973  
Average 0,839258424 0,849812424 0,879187862 0,914704605 0,870740829  
Variance 0,001595697 0,00062433 0,001043768 0,001365099 0,001971256  
       
Disconnected            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 3,599696383 3,555595785 4,165264904 3,911282852 15,23183993  
Average 0,239979759 0,237039719 0,277684327 0,26075219 0,253863999  
Variance 0,000232159 0,000119327 0,000315211 0,000243121 0,000493182  
       
Total           
Count 45 45 45 45   
Sum 31,18857275 31,30278215 32,35308284 32,63185193   
Average 0,693079394 0,695617381 0,718957396 0,725152265   
Variance 0,109968357 0,111617878 0,102493994 0,112036296   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Sample 19,07927779 2 9,539638893 20668,27961 1,0138E-201 3,049792132 
Columns 0,035552514 3 0,011850838 25,67565045 1,00629E-13 2,658398998 
Interaction 0,03230733 6 0,005384555 11,66600644 6,58451E-11 2,152910953 
Within 0,07754198 168 0,000461559    
       
Total 19,22467961 179         
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F. Performance Measure PM6 
Anova: Two-Factor With Replication     
       
SUMMARY TGRR TLR LLR IR Total  
Blocked            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 0,025000001 0,025000001 0,016 0,0195 0,085500002  
Average 0,001666667 0,001666667 0,001066667 0,0013 0,001425  
Variance 1,20238E-06 1,20238E-06 2,80952E-07 7,78571E-07 8,88348E-07  
       
Periodic            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 0,0035 0,0035 0,0015 0,002 0,0105  
Average 0,000233333 0,000233333 0,0001 0,000133333 0,000175  
Variance 1,38095E-07 3,16667E-07 4,28571E-08 8,80952E-08 1,42585E-07  
       
Disconnected            
Count 15 15 15 15 60  
Sum 0,002 0,0025 0,002 0,0025 0,009  
Average 0,000133333 0,000166667 0,000133333 0,000166667 0,00015  
Variance 8,80952E-08 9,52381E-08 8,80952E-08 5,95238E-08 7,88136E-08  
       
Total           
Count 45 45 45 45   
Sum 0,030500001 0,031000001 0,019500001 0,024   
Average 0,000677778 0,000688889 0,000433333 0,000533333   
Variance 9,56313E-07 1,00328E-06 3,36364E-07 5,95455E-07   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Sample 6,3775E-05 2 3,18875E-05 87,34402152 9,87342E-27 3,049792132 
Columns 2,02778E-06 3 6,75926E-07 1,851449361 0,139798495 2,658398998 
Interaction 2,11389E-06 6 3,52315E-07 0,96503628 0,450606851 2,152910953 
Within 6,13333E-05 168 3,65079E-07    
       
Total 0,00012925 179         
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APPENDIX B : SINGLE FACTOR ANOVA RESULTS 
A. Performance Measure PM1 
Anova: Single Factor      
       
SUMMARY      
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
TGRR 15 7,479148 0,49861 0,000264   
TLR 15 7,46907 0,497938 0,000521   
LLR 15 5,578457 0,371897 0,000674   
IR 15 7,216684 0,481112 0,000266   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0,166725 3 0,055575 128,8516 4,13E-25 2,769431 
Within Groups 0,024153 56 0,000431    
       
Total 0,190879 59         
       
 
B. Performance Measure PM2 
Anova: Single Factor      
       
SUMMARY      
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
TGRR 15 6,929613 0,461974 0,000481   
TLR 15 6,909856 0,460657 0,000382   
LLR 15 8,695496 0,5797 0,000349   
IR 15 7,821565 0,521438 0,00051   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 0,1449632 3 0,048321 112,307 1,14E-23 2,769431 
Within Groups 0,0240945 56 0,00043    
       
Total 0,1690577 59         
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C. Performance Measure PM3 
Anova: Single Factor      
       
SUMMARY       
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
TGRR 15 9,412174 0,627478 0,005786   
TLR 15 12,90226 0,860151 0,011635   
LLR 15 35,46174 2,364116 0,146584   
IR 15 12,7479 0,84986 0,008927   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 28,77934 3 9,593114 221,8924 4,79E-31 2,769431 
Within Groups 2,421058 56 0,043233    
       
Total 31,2004 59         
 
D. Performance Measure PM4 
Anova: Single Factor      
       
SUMMARY      
Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
TGRR 15 204,5191 13,6346 2,666552   
TLR 15 60,53799 4,035866 0,661352   
LLR 15 632,0285 42,13524 17,76076   
IR 15 73,41255 4,89417 0,929689   
       
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 14325,05 3 4775,016 867,4608 6,88E-47 2,769431 
Within Groups 308,257 56 5,504589    
       
Total 14633,3 59         
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APPENDIX C : GRAPHS OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
A. Performance Measure PM1 
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B. Performance Measure PM2 
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C. Performance Measure PM3 
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D. Performance Measure PM4 
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